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Introduction
The DOS version of the lyrics extraction program for Score users has existed for many years.
Recent interest in lyrics manipulation required a redesign of the program. It is now a full
Windows application and has many more features than the DOS version.
The program creates a text file from a series of Score files with lyrics. It presents the lyrics in
a format which allows verification, documentation and post-processing.
Text is presented in poem form and can be either in top to bottom order (per system) or per
refrain.
An additional format is foreseen for mechanical post-processing.
One or more dashes between syllables are reduced to a single hyphen while an extender is
represented as an underscore. There are spaces between syllables, hyphens and extenders.
Spaces within syllables may optionally be represented by a middle dot. Text hyphens are
treated as alphabetic characters.
Refrain recognition is by relative vertical position, i.e. when one staff has lyrics at -4 and -8
and another has lyrics at -5 and -10, both will belong to refrain 1 and 2 respectively. There is
no limit to the number of refrains per system or staff.
Availability and installation
The program is available for free to all licensed SIP users. Download
FreewareServicePack010 from the familiar website www.dekloe.be and unzip the modules to
the folder where you have SIP installed. It requires the main SIP program of version
4.0.0.114 which is part of the same service pack.
The earlier DOS version files may be erased once the module has been installed. The DOS
modules have the names SIPXLYR.BAT and SIPXLYRn.EXE where n=1 to 4. When left,
there can be no conflict between the old and the new versions.
The control panel
The panel which controls the operation is shown here:

There are three main sections in the panel: File selection, Analysis, and Output control. The
menu line has ‘File’ which allows visualization of the analysis result and ‘Exit’. The ‘Help’
menu shows a short explanation, not as extensive as this User Guide.
Global settings
For this program to work effectively, users must adhere to a few guidelines:
- lyrics must be under a staff;
- lyrics must have a unique size and font.
The size and font of the lyrics the user is interested in must be defined as global settings. This
is done through the familiar function on the main SIP panel.
The uniqueness rule for lyrics is not as strict as it sounds. The program will work when
individual syllables in a lyrics line have a different size or font. Also, text with an identical
size or font as the lyrics will be discarded if defined in or above the staff, or when longer than
a normal syllable.
Font change within a syllable is not supported.
File selection
Pressing the ‘Select files’ button opens the common selection menu. Select one or a group of
files to be processed. Alternatively, filenames can be dragged to this button. Selection creates
a Names file, familiar to Score users. This file can be viewed and updated by the ‘View
names’ function.
Files must have been selected before the program can do anything – the buttons ‘Analyze’
and ‘Run’ are enabled once files have been selected. The ‘Run’ button also requires that the
analysis was performed beforehand.
Analysis
The function reads the group of files and provides preliminary information on the text which
potentially can be lyrics. This way, the user can see which size and font have been defined in
the Score files and also whether there are any inconsistency issues.
The program warns when a line of lyrics contains any syllables with a size or font different
from the first syllable in a line.

The analysis report provided has the filename, the staff (Score’s number), the system number
(top to bottom continued in a group of files), size and font per potential lyrics line. Also is
there a summary of fonts used in potential lyrics text and a summary is given of the text items
which could possibly be lyrics but have been rejected as such because of the size and font
filter.
For the analysis to work, the user needs to define what the maximum syllable length might be.
The default is 20 characters (excluding font prefix). Although the default will hardly be
realistic, it excludes longer texts under staves such as footnotes.
The lyrics in the analysis report use the non-translated Score characters (i.e. %%A stays the
way it is).
Output control
The analysis phase uses the global information on lyrics size and font to help the user to
check the proper input and settings. Once these are correct, use the Run function to create the
lyrics summary.
By default all refrains are considered. Optionally, the user can select to view any specific
refrain or a combination thereof.
The summary is either per system (sequential, top to bottom), or per refrain.
Text is presented with translated Score characters (i.e. %%a becomes ä).
The ‘commented version’ of an output report may be selected for mechanical post-processing.
Sample output
Shown here is a simple two refrain song in a single file named CARRYME.PAG:

This is the analysis report (right portion cut off for display purposes):

It can be seen here that the bottom remark has the text item ‘Source:’ as a separate item. The
reference is beyond 20 characters and is hence not taken into consideration as potential lyric.
The following pages shows the lyrics report created after pushing the ‘Run’ button. One
version is per system, the other per refrain

The report edited for mechanical post-processing (of less interest to the average user) looks
like this:

